
WE ARE LEARNING...
YEAR 3 - 2022

INQUIRY FOCUS
To explore history through understanding why we celebrate
significant events.

To use and apply the Learner Assets of communicator,
collaborator, self-manager, researcher and thinker through a
range of explorative and student lead tasks.

Help me at home by discussing with me the significant
events you celebrate as a family.

LITERACY
Writing to instruct, which gives the reader instructions on
how to complete a task. In our writing we will include
instructional language including imperative verbs and
clear steps written in order.

You can help me at home by helping me follow the
instructions from a recipe or looking at the instructional
manual when purchasing new products.

NUMERACY
To investigate money including making money values in
different ways and calculating change.

To measure objects using metric units for length, mass and
capacity.

Help me at home by allowing me to work out how much
change you will get when buying products at the store.

OUR SCHOOL VALUES 
To be RESPECTFUL. 
We do this by talking nicely to other students and our
teachers as well as looking after our school, putting
things away and keeping our learning spaces tidy.

Help me at home by encouraging me to look after my
things by putting them away when I am finished.

ROUTINES
LIBRARY 
3AMA - Friday
3JCA - Monday
3LPA - Monday
3KRA - Monday
3HWA - Monday
3LBA - Monday
3LSA - Monday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL

Developing independence: developing reflective and self directed learners

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
3AMA - Monday
3JCA - Tuesday
3LPA - Tuesday
3KRA - Tuesday
3HWA - Monday
3LBA - Monday
3LSA - Tuesday

THE ARTS
3AMA - Tuesday
3JCA - Monday
3LPA - Thursday
3KRA - Wednesday
3HWA - Tuesday
3LBA - Monday
3LSA - Thursday
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TERM 3 WEEK 6 - TERM 4 WEEK 10

PERSONAL GOALS
To work on my personal reading goal/s that I have set
with my teacher. I will use the strategies I learn at school
during read to self, guided reading, and one-on-one
feedback sessions with my teachers to help me read the
books that I have at home.


